December 9, 2019
To: Montana U.S. Senator Steve Daines (Form Emailed)
U.S. Senator Mitch McConnell Senate Leader (Faxed)
U.S. Senator John Hoeven Senate Committee on Indian Affairs (Faxed)
Montana U.S. Congressman Greg Gianforte (Form Emailed)
U.S. President Trump, White House (Mailed USPS)
Subject: Reasons Why I Do Not Like the Montana State CSKT Compact
CSKT = Confederation of Salish and Kootenai Tribes.
Both sides of my family are Early Settlers Montana which gives me great honor..
1) The CSKT compact is a political pandering malfeasance for votes at the great cost to all
individual property owners in Montana.
2) I have documented the history of this irregular compact on my web site a few years ago.
Search using keywords Freedom From Water Takings, then go to Section 1.
3) 567 American tribes are being subsidized with $18 BILLION annually to keep their tribal
welfare state alive, now you want to give them more natural resources, this is nuts.
4) Natural resources on public land belong to all of the people. The tribes are being used to
create a path into our State resources to TAKE our resources by anyone who seduces their
attention foreign or national. This was what the Uranium One deal was about in part. The
tribes are being used to launder precious American resources to foreign interests.
5) This CSKT compact is a major taking which includes; taking away local user rights to manage
their own irrigation water, taking off reservation in stream flow rights, giving additional
funding to the tribes who have no proven track record or skills to manage this level of
resources let alone their own lives to name just a few. I heard from a local in Lakeside that
the CSKT cannot maintain their own police force.
6) I strongly oppose the subversion of hiding this fraudulent compact by attaching it to any
spending or military bill in any year.
7) Leave this bill alone and let Montanans rightfully proceed to court as necessary.
8) The CSKT Compacts is extremely destructive and takes agriculture, ranching and water from
Montana State Citizens.
9) This is the last act any true and honest U.S. President or State political official wants.
10) If this CSKT "compact" continues, I will encourage my family and friends to NOT vote for
Montana U.S. Senator Daines or U.S. Montana Rep. Gianforte and this includes President
Trump. I will not vote democrat.
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11) Furthermore, American Indian tribes thriving on public grant land reservations receiving
billions in federal subsidizes should be barred from donating campaign contributions to any
public official.
12) This State to Tribal circular funding creates enormous disadvantages at the local level, i.e.
how do locals fight local tribes who have nothing to give but have so much funding and
dozens of legal staff to TAKE anything they want? This CSKT Compact is the rotten seed
being over fertilized with political manure.
13) This CSKT compact was marginally passed in Montana House voting 53 Yeas to 47 Nays and
is highly contested and has not been allowed to be voted on directly by the Montana
Citizens.
14) The Montanan State Citizens need to have the opportunity to give their views before
congressional committees.
15) In a free Republic, the state Citizens should be voting on these bills BEFORE they are passed
AND all bills should be fully vetted to the state and U.S. Constitution BEFORE passing.
16) The current Montana bill passing process creates and enables this false flag entitlement
circular blowback.
17) The truth is that the tribal minorities are controlling the state majorities with federal
subsidies.
a. You can see this on my website in a table, Section 1, Block 4, that 4 NW States with
53 tribes represent ONLY 3% OF THE TOTAL population. This is the real political
gaming table that the tribes are using and are being used by the big money behind
the scenes. Just search under the keywords Freedom From Water Takings.
18) The true and honest fix to all these tribal problems is to stop all federal, state and local
subsidies to the tribes. Also the continued use of public grant lands for reservations should
be discontinued immediately! These tribal policies create a circular insanity of grossly
dependent and vicious cycles among people who should have been completely free
centuries ago. These are proud people and they should be given their freedom not
codependency via billions of dollars of subsidizes and our precious public resources.
19) Tribal bondage by welfare and the groups who use them is enslaving all their fellow
property owners surrounding them!
20) Please review my findings on my website Section 1, Block 1, Regarding Confederated Salish
and Kootenai Tribes Water Compact. Search using keywords Freedom From Water Takings.
21) Please read Going to Pieces and Slumbering Thunder by Elaine Willman, MPA who is also an
American Indian.
22) Even John Stossel reports on this codependent cycle of big government in YouTube.
a. How the Government Turns American Indians into Freeloaders
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b. Ways the Government Keeps Native Americans in Poverty
23) There are near 600 tribes in America plus some 400 more who want this welfare status.
24) This political circular political complicity must stop now before we all become more
enslaved than we already are to the Deep State.
25) Those involved in helping the tribes to become more codependent must have the balls to
stand up and stop this nonsense of placating people who should have been freed from the
reservation mentality a hundred years ago.
26) The tribes and the governments cannot have it both ways. Twenty percent of the tribe
members continue to live on designated reservation areas on public land grants which were
to be only temporary until the tribes were assimilated into a new life. About Eighty percent
have assimilated off the reservations more or less. So why does it make sense to
continually encouraged the remaining twenty percent to stay on the reservation by giving
them more handouts of funding and natural resources? Why should they assimilate when
they are being exploited by the state and federal government Deep State?
27) The tribes should not be feared, they are loved and a historic part of our Make America
Great Again. If a few members of the tribe wish to go to court over land and water
resources they were never given, then so be it. Treaty fishing rights was never meant to
bestow billions of dollars of handouts and natural resources to 3% of the population.
28) I love Chief Joseph, he has long been my hero from my childhood growing up in Montana. I
have pictures of him and his wise words in my shop. I have been to the Big Hole National
Battlefield out of Wisdom Montana many times. His wisdom deserves quoting here: Treat
all men alike. Give them the same laws. Let us follow this sage advice and not make special
compacts and treaties for every type of special people in Montana. If we did this, we would
have one million laws because all Montanans are very special people.
29) Let us all work together to Make America Great Again not divide it up into an eco-extreme
pies or a tribal pies or My Way pies.
May God Bless America and lead us back to One Nation Under God to The Great Awakening.
In Freedom For All Seasons,

Jack Venrick
20561 Wild Horse Ranch Road
Ranch 10
Rollins, Montana 59931
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